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1 Aims

The primary aim of the thesis is to create and evaluate automatic dictionary

building methods for two Finno-Ugric languages (Finnish and Hungarian),

and to establish which one of these methods performs best in terms of their

precision. A further goal is to improve interoperability between many existing

resources for these languages and to provide a language-independent database

which can be utilized as the basis of an automatically reversible online dic-

tionary. Another objective is the creation of a language learning application,

which would help learners of Finnish and learners of Hungarian to practice

different aspects of these languages.

2 Data and methods

The methods presented in this thesis use three kinds of resources: Wiktionary,

WordNet and OPUS. Each of the proposed scripts parses the contents of one

of these resources and obtains bilingual translation candidates and other lex-

ical information, such as definitions and example sentences for Finnish and

Hungarian.

Resources: WordNet (Miller 1995) is a lexical database which organizes

nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs into synonym sets (sets of words, syn-

onyms describing a specific concept). The English WordNet was translated

into several languages, including Finnish (Lindén and Carlson 2010) andHun-

garian (Miháltz et al. 2008). Wiktionary (https://www.wiktionary.org/) is an

online multilingual dictionary. It is a crowd-sourced project, and has many

language editions. The language of the edition defines the target language of

the dictionary, and any language can serve as source language in this resource.

Three editions ofWiktionary (the Finnish, the Hungarian and the English lan-

guage editions) were used in order to obtain bilingual translation pairs, defi-

nitions and example sentences. The OPUS corpus (Tiedemann and Nygaard

2004) is a collection of publicly available data. It contains several types of

resources, such as parallel texts and bilingual word alignments for several

language pairs, including the Finnish–Hungarian pair.

Natural Language Processing Tools: During the research work, it was

observed that the bilingual translation candidates obtained from OPUS reach

low quality at the preliminary evaluation, because they were extracted from

running texts, and the list contained different word forms instead of lemmata.

To investigate the impact of lemmatization in this case, it was necessary to

utilize language processing tools. In another phase of the project, in order

to generate language learning exercises, example sentences needed to be tok-
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enized, lemmatized, morphologically analyzed, and dependency parsed. For

these tasks, I used the emtsv (Indig et al. 2019) text processing pipeline for

Hungarian, and the omorfi (Pirinen 2015) and uralicNLP (Hämäläinen 2019)

tools for Finnish.

3 The structure and the main theses of the dissertation

The dissertation is comprised of six chapters. The first chapter gives a short

introduction to the main topics of the research work, including lexicography,

vocabulary acquisition and Computer-Assisted Language Learning (CALL).

The second chapter explores the different dictionary building methods and

proposes three new alternative solutions to extract Finnish–Hungarian bilin-

gual translation pairs from three different resources. Chapter 3 describes the

language-independent database that has been created to contain the lexical

data obtained with the help of the proposed methods. In the next chapter, the

importance and benefits of CALL are emphasized. In Chapter 5, the compo-

nents of the proposed framework (Finno-Ugric Lexical Resources (FULR))

are introduced. The last chapter concludes the work, summarizes the results,

and contains directions for further research. The main theses of the research

work and a more detailed description of the main chapters are provided below.

Chapter 2 describes and compares the main resources and approaches which

can be used to build bilingual dictionaries with automatic methods. Finnish

and Hungarian have several existing lexical resources that had not been ex-

ploited before to automatically generate translation pairs. These resources,

as well as the utilized language processing tools for these languages are de-

scribed in this chapter. The proposed dictionary building methods that parse

the above-mentioned resources are presented in detail. The results of the in-

termediate evaluation are reported. The main theses of this chapter are the

following:

1. I created Wiktionary Parser, a script that parses the Finnish and Hun-
garianWiktionary editions and collects bilingual translation candidates

with their part-of-speech information, as well as monolingual lemma–

definition and lemma–example sentence pairs. The script is freely

available and the resulting data set is uploaded to the FULR database,

where every data point will be manually validated.

2. I developed WordNet Connector, a script that links the Finnish and

Hungarian WordNets. It collects bilingual translation candidates by

connecting the synsets of these two databases. The algorithm can also
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extract monolingual synonym lists, as well as Hungarian definitions and

example sentences from the Hungarian database. The FinnishWordNet

does not contain these kinds of data. The script is freely available and

the resulting data set is uploaded to the FULR database, where every

data point will be manually validated.

3. I created a script called OPUS Extractor that extracts bilingual word
pairs using the Finnish and Hungarian word alignments. It is possible

to sort the word pairs by their co-occurence number or in alphabetical

order. The script is freely available and the resulting data set is up-

loaded to the FULR database, where every data point will be manually

validated.

4. I lemmatized the data set extracted from the OPUS corpus, since the

word alignments were generated from running texts, resulting in only

6.25% precision. As it was also observed by Simon and Mittelholcz

(2017), it was found that the extracted translation candidates contained

many suffixed word forms, which resulted in a low quality proto-

dictionary. Lemmatization led to a 73.13% decrease in the number

of word pairs, and resulted in 93.137% precision. This result clearly

shows that the precision of bilingual translation pair extraction from

running texts in morphologically rich languages can greatly benefit

from lemmatization, when the word pairs are intended to be included

in a dictionary as headwords.

5. By validating hundreds of translation candidates, synonym pairs, defi-

nitions and example sentences, it was possible to compare the precision

of the applied methods. I showed that the highest precision could be

achieved by the Wiktionary Parser method proposed in this disser-

tation, followed by one of the modes (extract) of the wikt2dict tool

developed by Ács et al. (2013). This proves that the crowd-sourced

resource, Wiktionary, contains mostly high-quality, reliable data.

Chapter 3 presents the details of a language-independent lexicographical

database that has been created to store the data extracted by the dictionary

building methods. A relational database was chosen over the XML data struc-

ture to ensure that multiple users can manipulate the data simultaneously. The

tables of the proposed database, as well as its views and triggers are described

in detail. The main result of this chapter can be summarized as follows:

6. I designed and developed a lexicographical, MariaDB-based relational

database that stores data in a language-independent way. This reposi-
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tory of data stores all kinds of information (translation candidates, ex-

ample sentences, definitions, and synonyms) in a universal way. The

main units of the proposed structure are entities, as opposed to tradi-

tional lexicography approaches which consider entries as the basic units

of the dictionary. This database schema makes it possible to create an

automatically reversible bilingual dictionary from the obtained data set.

Chapter 4 first introduces how computers can help language learners mas-

ter foreign languages. This chapter presents the evolution of CALL and the

typical activities it can offer to learners, as well as its place in the syllabus of

language classrooms. It describes how natural language processing can fur-

ther improve the quality of CALL applications. At the end of this chapter,

some of the limitations of this field are mentioned.

Chapter 5 elaborates on the proposed framework and its components. Fol-

lowing the introductory section, the steps of manual entity validation are pre-

sented in the proposed dictionary writing system, that is intended to facilitate

the dictionary editing process. The macrostructure and the microstructure of

the online bilingual dictionary are described. The following section provides a

detailed description of the CALL application and its two modules: a flashcard

module that learners can use to learn new vocabulary items, and a cloze tasks

module which aims to help learners practice different grammar aspects of both

Finnish and Hungarian. The theses related to this chapter are the following:

7. I created the FULR (Finno-Ugric Lexical Resources) platform, which

consists of three components: an online bilingual dictionary, a dictio-

nary writing system and a language learning application.

8. I designed the online bilingual dictionary interface for learners of

Finnish and learners of Hungarian. This dictionary builds on the data

set stored in the language-independent database described earlier. The

generation of the dictionary entries happens automatically from the en-

tities and relations found in the database defined by certain rules.

9. I developed the dictionary writing system that allows editors to easily

manipulate the data, without advanced IT knowledge.

10. I created the language learning application that incorporates two mod-

ules: a flashcard module and a module with cloze exercises. The flash-

card module facilitates vocabulary acquisition and offers two types of

cards: monolingual cards with the help of lemma–definition pairs, and

bilingual flashcards with translation pairs. The cloze exercises can help

learners practice different grammar aspects. I determined some rules to
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describe three Finnish and three Hungarian grammar aspects in order to

automatically generate examples for these exercise types.

11. A subset of the examples for each cloze exercise has been validated

and the predetermined rules proved to generate the tasks very precisely

(with above 90% precision in all exercise types except one). This

method can be applied to alleviate the tedious manual creation of such

exercises by language instructors.

One of the prominent theoretical results of the thesis is the evaluation and

comparison of different dictionary building methods for morphologically rich

languages. Newmethods have been developed and described, and the positive

impact of lemmatization on data gathered from non-lemmatized corpora has

been proved.

The practical outcome of the dissertation is a language-independent frame-

work that incorporates an online dictionary, a dictionary writing system, and

a language learning application. This framework can be extended with data

in other Finno-Ugric languages in the future. The language learning applica-

tion and the database is structured in a way that learners’ responses are stored

anonymously. This collected learner data set is expected to provide valuable

information for future research that aims to investigate the difficulties that

learners face when learning these languages.
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